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RER Video to iPod Converter is the best iPod video converter converting video to iPod
format easy and fast.

Free download RER Video to iPod Converter. 

key   Features

Convert video to iPod format
RER Video to iPod Converter can convert videos for iPod. All todays key formats are
supported such as: 3GP/3GPP, 3G2/3GP2, MJPEG, AVI, DivX, Xvid, MPG,
MPEG(MPEG-1/2), DAT, FLV, MKV(Matroska), QuickTime(MOV,QT), MP4, M4V, VOB,
WMV, ASF, TS, MPEG-4 AVC, DVR-MS, H.263, H.264, X.264

Convert video to iPod audio file
RER Video to iPod Converter can convert video to iPod audio format. Save audio streams as
iPod audio files.

Support customizing output file parameters
With RER Video to iPod Converter you can easily set frame size, frame rate, number of
channels, bitrate and other parameters of your output files before you convert your video files.

Batch mode iPod file Converter
RER Video to iPod Converter can convert several video files at once with a task list.

One-click iPod video converter
Just one-click options you can finish your conversion through this iPod video software. You
can enjoy the easiest conversion process, cause the user-friendly interface and the logical
procedures.

Safe to install, viruses-free
We respect your privacy. So we promise there are no spyware and adware in RER Video to
iPod Converter.

Free technical supports
You can get available e-mail support within 24 hours. Free download RER Video to iPod
Converter now.
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Platforms: Windows 2000, XP, 2003
Processor: Intel / AMD Compatible at 750M HZ or above
RAM: 512M or above

Recommended System Requirement
Platforms: Windows XP
Processor: Intel / AMD Compatible at 1G HZ or above
RAM: 1GB or above

Windows Vista Supported
Processor: Intel / AMD Compatible at 1.5G HZ or above
RAM: 1GB or above
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